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Date: Thursday 7th January 2020 

 

Dear Parents and Carers, 

 

It has been a positive, albeit slightly challenging(!), start to the term and thank you for your continued 

support. We are pleased to be able to provide an ‘in-school’ service to children who are vulnerable or 

whose parents are keyworkers, which enables the country to function with the ‘bare necessities’. 

 

However, after catching up with the news last night and pretty much quadruple the number 

of children in school for this lockdown than we did for the last lockdown, I felt I had a duty to write 

again and clarify the Key Worker provision. 

 

If your child is in school, please could I ask you to reconsider whether you require them to be there or 

whether they could be at home for all, or some of the days in the week. Although the government 

stipulate that at least one parent or carer who are identified as key workers by the government can 

send their children to school if required, it could be that you may be able to manage with the other 

parent at home for some or part of the week.   

 

Please, therefore, follow these key principles: 

 

1. If it is at all possible for children to be at home, then they should be. 

2. If a child needs specialist support, is vulnerable or has a parent who is a critical worker, then 

educational provision at school will be available for them (risk assessment permitting). 

3. Parents should also do everything they can to ensure children are not mixing socially in a 

way which can continue to spread the virus. They should observe the same social distancing 

principles as adults as allowing to children mix increases the risk to our staff and other 

families. 

 

Social isolation is key to preventing the spread of this virus and closure of schools is in line with 

minimising the risk. We do not know at present how long this closure will last for – though we expect 

it will be until at least half term. As the situation improves we will be able to review provision. 

 

If your child is in school, please could you let us know as soon as possible if, on reflection, you are 

able to help to reduce numbers by keeping them at home. We fully appreciate that there will be many 

who have requested this because there is no alternative child care available and if this is the case, we 

will be pleased to serve you in this way if we are able. 

 

As ever, many thanks for your support. Please do stay safe and do take care. 

Mr Dave Goucher 

Headteacher. 
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